Unilateral neck exploration for primary hyperparathyroidism: analysis of a controversy using a mathematical model.
Most endocrine surgeons explore both sides of the neck and identify all parathyroid glands when operating on patients with primary hyperparathyroidism. Others, however, advocate the unilateral approach, i.e., if an adenoma and a normal gland are identified, the contralateral side is not explored. We analyzed the strategy of the unilateral approach using a mathematical model to determine the variables that influence the probability of missing a tumor on the unexplored side of the neck. Assuming the frequency of single adenoma is 80%, hyperplasia 14%, double adenomas 4%, triple adenomas 1%, and carcinoma 1%, and the probability of missing a tumor on the explored side is 5%, we found that: 1. Only 41% of the patients treated by the unilateral approach undergo unilateral exploration. This is increased to 62% when a localization study with a sensitivity of 80% is used pre-operatively. 2. The probability of missing a tumor on the unexplored side of the neck parallels the prevalence of multiple adenomas. Half of the patients with triple adenomas and two-thirds of the patients with double adenomas will have a missed tumor when treated by the unilateral approach. 3. Patients who undergo unilateral exploration have an additional 7% to 8% probability of missing a tumor that would have been found if bilateral exploration is performed. This risk is lowered to 2% by a pre-operative localization study that is 80% sensitive. 4. A prospective study will require 684 patients, randomized to the unilateral or bilateral approach, to have an 80% statistical power (alpha = 0.05, beta = 0.20) of detecting a difference between a 5% and a 10% risk of missing a tumor.